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Most human socializing centers around food in one way or another. 
Swedes with their crayfish eating is just another example of this  habit. 
Eating together is a healthy family tradition. Eating crayfish is one of 
the best of these healthy habits. While Americans gather around a 
barbeque for steaks or hamburgers, Swedes sit down for a helping or 
two of crayfish. At least, that's what they would like to do.

Eating crayfish has long been a very seasonal affair in Sweden. As a 
child I remember how August 8 was the day when finally you could go 
out to your favorite lake and throw in some traps and catch crayfish. 
But like so many traditions in our lives, they change as time goes by. 

The introduction of the freezer suddenly made Swedes realize that 
although you couldn't catch crayfish in December, you could certainly 
eat them if you had a freezer full of these delicacies. In addition, most 
crayfish nowadays are imported from countries that have no seasonal 
restrictions. So, if crayfish come from California, Turkey or China in 
the middle of winter, why not eat them in the middle of winter?

Regulations finally changed even for the formal and law-abiding Swedes. 
Now you can catch crayfish whenever you want, and the eating goes 
along with it. However, a word in defense of the old restrictions. At 
least I was told that the reason you could then not fish for crayfish 
until August 8, was to make sure that you did not catch any pregnant 
female crayfish. That would of course reduce the potential for further 
crayfish in the lake.  Swedes have been extremely anxious to increase 
the number of crayfish in their lakes. Very much contrary to how some 
states in the States view it.



There is really no reason to eat crayfish the way the Swedes do it. 
Unless you are a Swede like me. There are many great recipes for 
cooking and eating crayfish that are very different from those I was 
brought up to like. So don't take my word for it. Crayfish can be 
enjoyed in may different ways. Now I'll just describe the way I happen 
to like them. I am not biased, am I? 

One of the main differences you notice is that Swedes eat their 
crayfish cold. I can tell you one good reason for that. Crayfish just 
cooked have not had time to soak up the flavors of what herbs and 
spices you put in the boil. I like to add lots of the dill herb, again just 
a tradition. Cooking crayfish with large amounts of dill permeates the 
house with a delightful aroma that turns Swedes ecstatic. Just like cats 
with catnip. And I have found that crayfish that have steeped in their 
brine for at least 24 hours, and preferably more, taste much better 
than those just cooked. Crayfish connoisseurs, in Sweden of course, 
turn up their noses at 'freshly cooked crayfish' knowing that they taste 
much better after a few days. (Cajuns take note!)

Let's get down to actually eating crayfish, the Swedish way. (Of 
course, even Swedes have some individuality, and all of them don't 
always eat crayfish the same way.) So, let's talk about an imaginary 
traditional Swedish crayfish party. Yes, when they get together to eat 
crayfish, it's a party. You hardly ever find Swedes eating crayfish 
alone. Only some dyeds-in-the-wool like me do it alone. 

Eating crayfish is a special occasion, let's first agree on that. You 
invite some of your best crayfish eating friends and you decide in 
advance to have a very special occasion. You set up a table that is 
clearly special. A table cloth with decorations of crayfish is a must. 
From the ceiling you hang colorful lanterns and each table setting has its 
own table mats, also in colorful crayfish motif. Each member at the 
party is supplied with a crayfish bib and some crazy hats. Not that you 
need it to enjoy the crayfish, but it makes it a special occasion.

Now to the actual menu. First, of course, crayfish, cold and red and 
with that lovely odor of dill. Dill is used not only to cook the crayfish, 
but also as decoration. And the more dill, the better. A large platter in 



the middle of the table filled with crayfish turns every Swede nostalgic. 
That's the tradition of it. 

But what do you eat with crayfish? Some serious crayfish eaters answer 
simply, nothing! They eat nothing but crayfish. Well, maybe a few 
additions of cheese and toasted bread and butter with herring tidbits. 
But no crayfish party would pass its muster without akvavit or white 
wine. Each table setting has glasses for both beer and akvavit (which 
people know is just a Swedish kind of vodka.) The beer, some say, is to 
wash down the akvavit. 

One very important detail in any crayfish party in Sweden, is the 
singing. Yes, you have to sing before you take a drink. That's a 
prerequisite. Everybody takes it for granted that of course you sing 
before you drink. The traditional song that always starts a crayfish 
party is called HELAN GÅR, which in free translation means, here goes 
the first one. And make no mistake about it, there will be several more. 

Crayfish and the akvavit drink became so closely associated that the 
Swedish humorist Engström was used to convince voters that prohibition 
would mean that you had to be without their beloved crayfish. "Crayfish 
DEMAND these drinks" the political poster says. People who know about 
the akvavit at Swedish crayfish parties prepare for this by 'biting' 
their drinks. Just a sip for every drinking song. A mythical tradition has 
it that you should drink a shot of akvavit for every claw. That's nothing 
but a myth. (Thank God.)

To top off the party, after all the crayfish are eaten, a light dessert 
is served consisting of maybe fruit or a light cheese cake. Some dyed-
in-the-wools skip that and look forward to coffee and liqueurs. 
Personally I go for Kalua.

When people get together to eat crayfish in places like Sweden, the 
setting can be anywhere from semiformal to very, high-falutin formal. 

The Louisiana Cajuns have their crayfish traditions and I have mine. We 
get along just fine. I am still waiting for an invitation to a bash of 
crayfish served on newspapers on the bayou in Louisiana. While waiting, 



I enjoy my crayfish the Swedish way.

The end
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